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F O R E W1PR D 
I was interested in research and on passing 
my M.A, in Persian I decided to join Ph.D. On the 
suggestions of some of my teachers I decided to 
specialise in textual editing. Although poetry was 
not n^ special liking, yet when I was informed about 
the significance of Najib's poetry and non-availabili-
ty of his work, I got ready to prepare a critical 
edition of his poetical writings, though I was fully 
aware of the difficulty of the up-hill task. However,^ 
with the sincere and able guidance of my Supervisor, 
Prof. Nazlr Ahmad, I succeeded in collecting useful 
material from the Maullina Azad Library, Muslim Univer-
sity Allgarh. Then I proceeded to Patna and studied 
various important MSS including the valuable MS of 
Najib's Diwan, related with my topic in the Oriental 
Public Library, Bankipur. Very shortly afterwards I 
got a chance to visit London and I did not miss the 
opportunity of visiting the British Museum and collect-
ing material for my thesis. It was here that the most 
important MS of Najib*s Diwan was studied and scruti-
nised by me, 
Some useful material about Hajib is available 
in Tehran, but in spite of my efforts it has not been 
made available to me so far. I could not visit Iran 
ii 
on my way back to India but for the delayed 
information about the existance of a portion of Najib' s 
versified translation of the Tarikh-i-Yamini whose 
genuineness could have not been ascertained as yet, 
I am still in correspondence with Dr. Bayani, the 
Superintendent of the Kitabkhana-i-Saltanati, Tehran 
in which the Bayaz containing Na^ib's translation is 
stated to be preserved, and I hope to supplement it 
as soon as it is received, 
I have placed the fruit of my labour before you 
and it is for you to judge how far I have succeeded in 
presenting the writings of the poet in an edited form. 
I am fully aware of my shortcomings both in regard to 
the settling of the textual as well as historical 
problems at a number of places to which reference had 
been made in the body of the thesis. 
I would fail in my duty if I do not express my 
sense of gratitude_to Prof. Nazir Ahmad for his 
kindness and help. I would also like to express my 
gratefulness to the authorities of the Aligairh Muslim 
University Library and those of Oriental Public Library, 
Bankipur, Patna for their co-operation and help. I am 
ill 
also grateful to Mr. Muzaffar Ali, Deputy Librarian, 
Matilana Azad Library for his introducing me to Mr, 
G, Meredith Owens, Deputy Keeper, Department of 
Oriental Printed Books & MSS, British Museum , London, 
who has been so nice to me throughout my stay there 
and I am deeply indebted to him. Prof. Syed Hasan 
of Patna, the then Director of Bihar Research Institute 
of Arabic & Persian Studies, was very kind and helpful 
to me during my stay at Patna and I would like to express 
ray gratitude to him. 
Mohammad Khalid Siddiqi 
Department of Persian 
March 15, 1967 Aligarh Muslim University 
Aligarh 
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The following rules of transliteration have 
been followed in transliterating Arabic and Persian 
name s: 
C O N S 0 R A N T S 
( = a 
^ =: b 





6 = 3 
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• 
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However in some names, these rules could not 
be adopted. 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Najib JtirlJadqani was an important poet of Iran 
who had flourished during the later Saljuq Kings 
(557-590 A.H.) and Atabeks of Azarbaijan (531-622 A.H.). 
Unfortunately copies of his Dlwan are not generally 
found in Eastern and Western Libraries. This is why 
so far he could not be made subject of serious study. 
A few copies of his Diwan have recently been located 
in libraries but except one or two none has been pro-
perly catalogued. The result is that we have been 
deprived of the useful introductory efforts available 
in dfscriptive catalogues which generally aim at giving 
the known sources of life and works of persons referred 
to. We should, however, be thankful to Dr. Ghullm 
Mustafa Khan, who in his scholarly contribution to 
" - ^ -1 
Prof. Mohd. Shafi's Commemoration Volume, Araughan-i-Ilmi. 
, - 2 _ _"" 
while introducing the'Allgarh MS of Najib's Diwan, made 
a serious attempt to combine the scattered and meagre 
information into a complete whole. (l may frankly admit 
that despite my serious efforts during four years of my 
research I could add very little to what Dr. Ghulam Mustafa 
Khsn has contributed some years before^^ I have, however, 
succeeded in getting four MSS. of his Diwan and making a 
keWoyis study of them all. As Najib has said little or 
1. Edited by Dr. S.M.*Abdullah, Prof, of Urdu, Punjab 
University, on behalf of "The Majlis-e-ArmughSh-i-
^Ilml" Lahore (Pakistan) 1965. 
2. The Maulana Azad Library MS. No. B91.5511/84 
(Subhan-Allah Collection). 
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nothing about him in his own writings (or to be more 
definite in his writings available to us), there was no 
question of finding new facts which were not available 
to Dr. ^ fustafa except a few bits. However a serious 
study of various MSS. of Najib's Diwin and some of the 
Tazkiras such as the Khulasatul-Ashar.^Arafat-i-Ashiain 
and others, helped me solve some of the points left 
unsettled by Dr. Mustafa & even correct some of his errors 
of Judgement. 
The main source from which information about the 
life and activities of poets, savants, writers and 
literatures is available, are Persian Tazkiras. But 
about them the general complaint is that their informa-
tion is mostly insufficient and rambling. Unfortimately 
this source, in case of Najib's life is much more dis-
appointing. None of the biographers has thrown light 
on his life and works. The only exception is Taqi Kashi's 
Tazkira. the Khulasatul-Ash^ar. which has given some new 
facts about the life of the poet not available through 
any other source. The few casual references found in 
the Diwan when checked with the above statements proved 
to be very useful. 
1. India Office MS. No. 668 foil. 384a -389b. 
A rotograph of this valuable Tazkira is available 




Nothing is definitely known about Ha^ib's birth. 
This may, however, be calculated from some of the 
references found in his Dii^n. The author speaks about 
Arsalan b. Tughril (656-671 A.H.) as a living monarch 
in a Qita"*" in praise of a certain nobel. In another 
poem he speaks about his advance age of over seventy 
years thus: ^-X^orxcy^'^c^^^-^:^ 
In this poem he uses the term s^ y^ L ^ 'in this line: 
The same term has been used by him in some other poems. 
2 
Dr. Rieu seems to be quite correct in holding this term 
(2^yt!j>) to refer to the Mongol catastrophe of 617 A.H. 
But it is also certain that the poet wrote the poem 
sometime subsequent to the invasion. From this we can 
conclude that the poet was bom about 546-647 A.H. Dr. 
3 
Ghulam Mustafa is quite correct in deducing the same 
date on the basis of above Qita in which the name of 
king Arsalan is mentioned. But his conclusion that the 
poet wrote the Qita in 571 A.H. at the age of 25 years 
1. Dlwan, Qit^ No. 7. The desired line is this: 
2. British Museum Gat. Rieu Supplement No,234 p.157. 
3. Armu ghan-i-^ Ilmi p. 176-177. 
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is not acceptable because it is the date of Arsalan's 
death and obiously there is no reason to suppose that 
the Qita was written when Arsalan was on the point of 
death. But even this defect would not naturally change 
the calculated date of Najib's birth about 546-547 A.H. 
We can only say that the Qita was written by Najib when 
he was near about 20 years, about 566 or 567 A.H. 
NAJIB'S HOME 
2 
Na^ib is stated to belong to Jurbadqan. But we do 
not know anything definitely whether it was his birth 
place or a place where he was brought up or was his 
ancestral home. He himself refers to this town and is 
proud of being a resident of the town in the following 
3 
verses:-
1 . Rahat-us-Sudur p .301 . 
2 , About the loca t ion and the importance of the town, 
Jurbadqan Hamdullah Mustaufi s t a t e s in h is 
Nuzhatul-Qulub (p .72) : 
"Of the Fourth Clime, in longitude 85^ 3 2 ' , and 
l a t i t u d e 34°40* . I t was founded by Humay daughter of 
the kingBahaman the Kayanian, and was named Samarah 
a f t e r her , for a t f i r s t Humay was cal led Samrah. Her 
daughter r e b u i l t the town, naming i t Gulbadagan (the 
Home of Roses), which same the Arabs changed in to the 
Arabic form of Jurbadaqan. I t s climate i s te t ipera te , 
and i t s water i s from the r ive r tha t bears the same name 
as t h i s town, and which thence flows down to Qum. Of 
i t s crops corn i s the b e s t . Most of i t s population are 
of the Shaf i i te s e c t . The d i s t r i c t comprises some 50 
v i l l a g e s , further both Dali^an and Nimvar are of i t s 
dependencies. I t s revenues amo-unt to 42,000 d i n a r s . 
Contd , . .5 
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To this may be added the appelative 'Jurbadqlni' 
with which he is mentioned wherever his name occurs. 
But as said earlier Najib's actual relationship with 
this town is not known* However it may be taken to mean 
that he was a resident of this town. 
(Contd..,4) 
In Mu'(lam~ul»Buldan Vol. Ill p.73 the following 
information is available about Jurbadqan. 
/I - , / OyJ> i:^)j>C^L^h ^>/U ^ 
In the O^/'Jd^O^'^}^ page 406 the following statement 
i s found about Jurbadqan. 
<^y^^ c^ ui-y^ a}^;) 'oJ^,z>^\^}^c}J^^): u^iy-r 
3 . Qasida No. 3 , Qitfa ^o.^'^bh]J>^''s^^y^'^^'^^ 
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NAJIB*S NAME AND PEN-NAME 
We have no Information from his poetical works 
about the actual name of the poet. He has, however, 
been mentioned in Persian Tazkiras as Najib ud-Dln 
1 
Jurbadqani which according to Ruz-'i-Raushan was his 
name and from which he assumed his pen-name. 
This pen-name occurs in a few verses of his 
- _ 2 
Diwan and as such we could not agree with Ibn-i-
— - 3 
Yusuf Shirazi who states in the Catalogue of the 
Kitab Khana-i-Ma^lis-i-Shura-i-Milli that he could 
not find his pen name in the Diwan, Ibn-i-Yusuf might 
be correct in his assumption that Najib ud-Din does 
not seem to be the poet's proper name. It is more 
of a type of a c--^  rather than a proper name, 
1 , Ru2-i-Roushan p . QSS' 
2 , For example in a Tarkib-bund he says: 
3 , On page 437. ' ' ' 
His statement i s as follows: 
'^./cj-'-^^^-^-^y^j^j >'(-• c^j;J (yu cj^cjjf^ \^l>" 
y/ ^ jf ^ y 
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K A J I B < S P A T R O N S 
Kow I shall proceed to the consideration of 
Najlb's relationship with those kings, nobles and other 
personalities whom he came in contact with and whose 
references are found in his Diwin. It is certain that 
this list cannot be exhaustive because all his poems 
are not available to us. 
Na.Ub & Arsalan b« Tughril 
The earliest reference to any king available in 
_ _ _ 1 
his Diwan seems to be that of Arsalan bin Tughril 
(died 571 A.H,)» The poem in which this reference is 
found is a Qita the addressee of which was some one 
else and the latter is prayed to get admittance to the 
2 
court of Arsalan. The actual line is this:-
The only reason in holding Arsalan identical with 
Arsalan Seljuqi is the similarity of this name and 
3 
the contemporaniety ( 557-571 A.H.). Dr. Mustafa on 
the basis of this reference had suggested that at that 
time the poet must have been not less than 25 years 
in age. A.s this statement is not supported by any 
evidence, we cannot say anything definite about this 
matter# 
1. For the detailed information see the Rahat-us-Sudur 
p. 281. ' • • 
2. See Diwan,Qita No.7 
3. Armughan-i-Ilml p. 174. 
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Na.1lb & Kamal ud-Din 
Najib's one Qaslda is in praise of a Sadr called 
_ 1 
Kamal ud-Din. Dr. Mustafa has held him identical with 
• • 
- - 2 
T-ugril 's minis ter Kamal ud-Din Zanjani. I t seems 
— q 
most probable that Kamal ud-Din was nobody else but 
the said minister of Tughril b. Arsalan (571-590 A»H.). Dr. Mustafa connects Najib's travel to the court 
of Kamal ud-Din Zanjani in the early days of Tugril' s 
reign with the great famine of 570 A.H. According to 
him the poet's following line refers to the said 
famine :1 , ^ _ i ^ > : ^ ^ ; ^ Oy \/-,^JuiJ'^i:^^V 
But it is difficult to agree with his conclusion 
because of the following points:-
(1) The word Jui>*is not used in its literal sense; 
it is used figuratively and hence it cannot be inter-
preted to refer to some actual famine. 
(2) The famine is stated to have occurred in 570 A.H. 
and Tughril's rule begins one year later. If he was 
really compelled by this famine to leave his home and 
come to the royal court, he should have come the very 
year and should have not postponed his arrival to the 
following years. 
1. Diwan. Qasida No. 39. 
2. See Armughin-i-Trimi p. 177. 
3. See Rahat-us-Sudur p. 331. 
4. Qasida No. 34 
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(3) Tughril's first minister was Jalal ud-Din, son 
- -2 
of QiwaniTid-Din Darguzini whose actual date of 
replacement by Tughril's second minister, namely Kamal 
ud-Din Zanjani is not known. However if the tenure 
of his office, might be supposed to be of two years, 
then Na;jib's arrival would be delayed till 573 A.H. 
So it would not be fair to connect his arrival in 
573 A.H. with a famine which occurs three years 
before. 
It may be noted that Dr. Ghulam Mustafa had p 
3 
attributed the poem to an Amir of Washaq Fort. If 
*- 4 
this statement is read with that of Khulasat-ul-Ashar 
it would result that the famine should have occurred 
later than 620 A.H. because according to the author 
of the Khulasat-ul-Ash%r Najib had gone to Washaq Fort 
after the Mongol catastrophe. In other words Dr. 
Mustafa*s conclusion is self-contradictory. Any how 
his conclusion has no bearing on the point under 
discussion. 
1, See Dr. Nazir Ahmad: Makatib-i-Sanai, Taliqatj 
pp. 180-182. and Rahat-us-Sudur T)PT'258.265.282. 
297, 331._ _ 
Asir AKhsikati was attached to him and he has 
written two Qasidas in_praise of this liberal 
patron (see Dlwan-i-Asir pp. 139.159). 
2, For a detailed account of this minister_of SanJar 
& Mahmud Seljuqi see the Makatib-i-Sanai, Tlliqat 
pp. 143-185. 
3, See Armughah-i-^Ilmi p. 177. 
4, See Khulasat~ul-Ash%r pp. 383-384. 
? 
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Na.1lb & Sadr ud-Dln Maraghl 
and Sadr-ud~Din Khu.jandl* 
1 -
Najib has written three poems for Sadr ud-Din. 
Of these two poems are in praise of Sadr ud-Din who 
was a minister and one was written for a theologian. 
The minister seems to be identical with Sadr ud-Din 
Maraghi who was the third minister of Tughril b, 
Arsalan. He was a liberal patron of poets which is 
- - - 2 
proved by Asir Akhsikati's composition in his praise 
Ka^ib has clearly stated that he travelled to his 
court so that he may lead a happy life. In the first 
of these Qasidas the poet is more personal while 
in the second he praises a canopy erected by the 
3 
Vazir , Some l i n e s of the second are quoted to show 
tha t they are in the pra i se of the same person:-
1 . See Oasida No. 4 5 , Qita No.2 and Tarkib-bund, 
2 . See Dlwan-i-AsIr p . 95 . 
3 . Diwan Qasida No. 4 5 . 
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The other Sadr ud-Din seems to be nobody else 
but the great divine Sadr ud-Din Abdul Latif b. Sadr 
1 
ud-Din Muhammad Khujandi (d.580 A.H.). Both the 
father and his son were renowned divines and belonged 
to the house of the Khujand and were the leaders of 
the Shafiites of Isfahan. This Khujandi as well as 
his son Jalal-ud-Din Khujandi were great patrons of 
poets. The great panegyrist Jamil ud-Din Abdur Razzaq 
2 - - _3 
Isfahani's poems are for this patron. Asir Akhsikati 
also had some poems in his praise. Now I shall quote 
some of the lines of the small poem which is in the 
form of a Tarkib-Band from Najib's Diwan:-
I ^ 
But i t cannot be said with c e r t a i n t y whether the poet 
t r ave l l ed to Isfahan or n o t . 
1 . For Sadr ud-Din and h i s son J a l a l ud-Din see 
^he fc^ki^MfetVol. 2 . pp. 60-61 and Rahat-us-
Sudur pp. 158,160. 
2 . Diwan Jamal ud-Din pp. 11,60,77,118 e t c . 
3 . In t roduc t ion , Diwan-i-Aslr p . 97. 
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Na.jlb & 'Ala ud-Daula' ^Arab-Shah 
Na^ib was very closely associated with Saiyid 
*Ala ud-Daula Fakhr ud-Din'Arab-Shah, the most brilliant 
member of the 'Alawi family of Hamadan. 'Ala ud-Daula 
exercised great influence in his days so much so that 
he succeeded in giving the hand of his sister to 
Arsalan b. Tughril but was killed in 584 A.H. by 
Arsalan's son Tughril. On this occasion Rawandi 
composed an elegy commemorating his death and this 
- 3 
elegy is quoted in full in the Rahat-us-Sudur, 
Rawandi himself lived with him for many years and 
taught his son calligraphy and Quranic asiences. 
Najib's another contemporary Asir ud-Dln AKhslkati 
composed some poems in praise of the same patron. 
1. For'Arab Shah's account See Raha t-u s- Sudur pp.45, 
163_^  301, 342,397, 476, and Introduction to 
Diwan-1-Asir AkhsikatI pp. 89^91. 
2. See, the Rabat us-Sudur p. 353. 
3. pp. 353-365. The poem opens thus: 
_ - " e • 
4. Dlwan-1-Aslr p. 213. 
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Najib has composed three Qasidas in praise of *Ala 
ud-Daula whom he calls <5,L^^c-^and o'C._c>/-^* A few 
lines form the three Qasidas are quoted in order to 
show his close association with him:-
' ^ • ./ •• -^  
C^^j^ <_^^Aj2^j y)j>:)y>r -^  
^ G)L>J> J^ J O ijfJ^A^^ 
^, 
*'Ala ud-Da-ula has three i l l u s t r i o u s sons Majd ud-Din 
Hanayun, Fakhr ud-Din Khusrau Shah and'^Iaid ud-Daula 
_ 2 Mardan Shah. They held responsible posts under the 
Sel juqs . Najlb praised Fakhr ud-Din Khusrau in a 
seprate Qaslda t h u s : -
'Iniad ud-Daula ^fa^dan Shah does not seem to have 
been praised in a separate Qasida. Perhaps he has 
been mentioned along with h i s fa ther in the th i rd 
Qasida mentioned above. I cannot agree with Dr. 
3 
Ghulam Mustafa who says that the said Qasida is in 
praise of'^Imad-ud-Din Mardan Sjiah solely. The reason 
is this. The phrase rJ-^ A'*>>^ ^^ i!V^ oiIrepeats in this 
1. Plwan Qasidas No. 10,24,31 
2. Rahat-us-Sudur pp. 45,46,355n., 367,381,386. 
^» See Armugh'5n~i-Ilmi p. 180-182. 
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Qasida. This was his father's title and not that of 
the son. The sarae was repeated in another Qasida in 
praise of *Ala "ud-Daula from which we have quoted 
earlier. An interesting point is that the Qasida in 
which Mardan Shah is mentioned happens to be in the 
same ryhme and metre as that of Siusrau Shah, 
Dr. Ghulam Mustafa's assumption that Najib's 
association with this illustrious family could not be 
long and close is not based on sound argument. The 
verses from which he infers the result are not from 
the last Qasida but from the one in praise of*Ala ud-
Daula himseljf. This is one of the reasons why we 
cannot hold him quite correct, 
Ka.iib & Atabeks of Azarbai.ian 
(531-622 A.R.). ' 
Now we pass on to the consideration of Najib' s 
association with the Atabeks of Azarbaijan. Atabek 
Shams ud-Din Ildagiz (d.571 A,R,) had two sons, Atabek 
Nusrat ud-Din Muhammad (d.5R7 A.H.) and Muzaffar ud-
• • •• 
Din Qazil Arsalan (d. 587 A.H.) Atabek Nusrat ud-Din 
Muhammad had three sons, the first, Nusrat ud-Din 
Abu-Bakr (d. 607 A,H.) who succeeded to his uncle 
Qazil Arsalan, the second Qatlugh InanaJ Mahmud 
(d. 592 A.H.) and the third Muzaffar ud-Din Uzbek 
(d. 612). Na^ib seems to be associated with Muzaffar 
• I 
ud-Dln Uzbek. Though he has wr i t t en only one Qasida 
1 
in p ra i se of Uzbek, most of h i s poems are in pra ise of 
Uzbek's minis ter Jamal ud-Din Ayy Abe. 
1 . Rahat-us-Sudur pp . 233,241,285-291,298-300 e t c . 
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Malik Uzbek had stayed in Hamadan for many years 
from 593 A,K. onwards and during all these years he 
had wielded great influence in the Political jL^ f^  pf 
the period.•'• Najlb seems to have come to his court 
2 
from his native town Jurbadqan as he says:-
Na.iib &^Iz2 ud-DJn 
An important personality of this period was*^ Izz 
ud-TTddin Yahya for whom Na^ib has written one Qasida. 
_ 3 
According to Ibn-i-Isfandyar he was sent as an emissary 
by Qazil Arsalin to the Ispahbad of Tabristan, Husam 
ud-Daula Ardshir b. Hasan (567-602 A.H.) after the 
death of Atabek Muhammad Ibn-i- lldgiz in 582 A.H. 
His brother, Qazil Arsalan led an attack on Tu^ril 
b. Arsalan in 585 A.H. Tughril could not defend and 
fled from Hamadan to Tabaristan and took refuge with 
Husira ud-Daula Ardshir b. Hasan. Qazil Arsalan sent 
^Izz ud-Dln Yahya to the Ispahbad with the message that 
if the Ispahbad would send Tughril to him he would 
not only give Ray, Siwa, Qura, Kishan and Qazwin to 
him but would also accept his suzerainity on^Iraq 
and Azarbaljan. The Ispahbad turned down his request 
and sent his guest to Damghan and Blstam where from 
he regained the throne in 586 A.H. ^Izz ud-Din 
1. See Hahat-us-Sudur pp.388-393, 395-396,399 & 401, 
2. Diwan p.2. 
3. Armughan-i-Hid, pp. 186-187. 
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impressed Ispahbad ArdshTr to such an extent that he 
granted an annual allowance of 700 dinars and a robe 
of honour , Some lines of Najib' s Qasida-^ ' are as 
follows:- , y ..• ^, . . . 
> i • " '• ' ' ' ^  'X 
In this Qasida Kajib has included two lines 'of Asir 
Akhs'ikati and the latter had composed this Qasida in 
praise of Arsalan's minister Jalal ud-Din Abul Fazl 
b. Qiwanaud-Din Darguzini. In the last line Najib 
refers to two important poets namely Khaqanl and his 
- _ - 3 
pupil, Mujir Bailqani, 
Najib & Janal ud-Din 
_ - A 
Najib composed the l a r g e s t number of Qasidas 
and Qitas in pra ise of Jamal ud-Din; but we are not 
quite c lear about the lati}ej??:s pe r sona l i t y . We cannot, 
however, agree with Dr. (Jhulam Mustafa* s view tha t a l l 
these poems are meant for J a m l ud-Din Ayy Abe who was 
- 5 
Malik Uzbek's Hajib. These poems appear to be for 
three following persons:-
1. Qasida No, 20 
3. Dlwan-i-Asir pp. (139-43) Qasida begining with: 
3. Qasida No: 20 The desire'd verses "are thus: " 
Mujir' s most of the poems of the Seljuq kings are__ 
quoted in the Rahat-us-Sudur Mr. Kabir Ahmad Jaisi 
of the . Persian Dept. , *M.TJ, *AlTgarh is engaged_iiar 
in the preparation of a critical edition of Mujir» s 
Dlwan which forms the topic of his thesis for the 
award of Ph.D. in Persian. 
4. See Diwan 
5. Armughan-i-Ilmi pp. 191-194. 
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(a) Three poems in praise of a patron whose name 
has clearly been mentioned as Janal ud-Din*'Umar. 
(b) Two poems appear to be for a king who has been 
- _ 2 
called Jamal ud-Din Shah. 
(c) The rest are in praise of a Sadr whose name is 
- 3 
Jamal ud-Din. 
Regarding the first two we have no information 
except that the first was a noble connected with 
Quhistan as the following lines suggests. 
The last may be identical with Jamil ud-Din Ayy Abe 
but the unusual absence of the term "Ayy Abe" from 
all the poems makes the matter doubtful. It is also 
significant that the poet refers to the Mongol invasion 
on Iran, and naturally he means the great havoc caused 
by the Mbngol barbarians. As this invasion had taken 
1. Qasidas No. 5,8,42, The desired verses are the 
following: . ^ 
2, Qasidas No. 11,43. The desired verses are the 
following:-
3. See Diwan 
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place in 620 A.H., evidently the poems referred to 
above could have not been written earlier than this 
1 
date (620 A.H.) We also learn from the Rahat-us-Sudur 
that Jamal ud-Din flourished under the Uzbeks in the 
closing years of the sixth century. As the Uzbek 
Sultan sat on the throne in 607 A.H. and continued 
to IB reign till 612 A.H. it is difficult to suppose 
that these poems were written during his regime. We 
are also in the dark about the subsequent part of Jamal 
ud-Din's life. We cannot say definitely whether he had 
been in his post during all the years of Uzbek's reign. 
In case these poems are supposed to be for Jamal ud-
Din, we will have to suppose that he outlived his 
master, ^"'zbek as a Sadr. But it remains to be solved 
as to whose Sadr he was. As all these poems are very 
ambiguous, we are at a loss to say anything definitely 
in this regard. Unless these poems are clear there 
? 
is no reason why one should agree with the view 
expressed by Dr. Mustafa. 
Another point worth consideration is that the poet 
speaks of his advance age of 70 as he himself says: 
and that he had been in the court of Jamil ud-Din for 
2 
, 30 years, as is evident from this line: 
1. pp. 388-390. 395,398,401. 
Ayy Abe should not be confounded with h i s namesake 
who was »_-<^of Atabek Pahlawin mentioned in the 
Rahat-us-Sudur pp . 340, 341,344,347. 
• • • 
2 . Qita No. 1 
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In case t h i s poem i s ascribed to 620 A.H. the date 
of Jamal*s b i r t h would be about 550 A.H., and tha t of 
h i s f i r s t en ter ing i n to the service of Jamal ud-Dih, 
690 A.H. we have already s tated t h a t Dr. Ghulam Mustafa ^ 
1 _ -
i s incor rec t in holding two other Jamal ud-Dins 
namely Jaaa l •ud-Din'Umar and Jamal ud-Din Shah iden t i ca l 
with the aforesaid Sadr, obiously because in the case 
of JaiiSl ud-Din'Umar the poet has wr i t t en three times 
h i s name as such. There i s no reason why the two 
should be regarded as one and the same person, when the 
two naaes ' d i f f e r s u b s t a n t i a l l y . With regard to Sultan 
Janial ud-Din the poet* s statement i s qui te c lea r and 
he should not be confounded with a man who i s not 
occupying the throne . The terms ^^^oii?tetc. occuring 
in poems in p ra i se of t h i s patron c l ea r ly t e s t i f y to 
h i s holding imperial au thor i ty as i s evident from the 
2 




! • Armughan«i-Ilml pp. 192-194. 
2 , Qasfdas No. 1 1 , 4 3 . 
r 
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Ha.jib &'"lmad ul-Mulk 
( 1 
The author of the Khulasat-ul-Ashar has given some 
new facts about Najib's patrons. According to him 
^ _ _ 2 
Na^ib was attached to Imad-ul-Mulk Sawaji who was a 
- _ -3 
minis ter of Sultan Rukn ud-Din Ghursanji, the younger 
brother of Sultan J a l a l ud-Din Munkbami. As s ta ted 
by him when Rukn ud-Din got control of I r an and Kirman 
and 'imad-ul-Mulk Sawaji was ra ised to the pos i t ion of a 
min i s te r , Najib went t o Isfahan and got admittance into 
the court of Rukn ud-Din where he was subsequently 
appointed as an of f icer under him. I t i s a l so s ta ted 
1 . See Khulasat-ul-AsHar pp. 384-3S6. 
2 . See Tarikh-1-Jahangusha-i-Juwaini . Vol . II ,pp.208-210. 
3 . For him see the Tarlkh-i-Jahangusha-i-Jui^waini pp.208-
209. ^ ^ 
4. This was a part of the name of the famous Jalal ud-
Dln Khwarazmshah (d. 628 A.H.) There is a divergence 
of opinion about its correct reading and its actual 
meaning. The three readings are <jj(> (with d ) , Jj> 
(with3 ) and ^  (with d). The first reading is^ 
found in the authentic and even contemporary records 
such as (1) the Sirat-1-Jalal ud-Dln Munkbarnl by 
Jalal ud-DinJ s secretary, Ahmad b.'Ali al-Nasawi. 
(ii) the Jahangusha-i-Juwainl. by'Ata Malik Juwaini 
(iii) the Mi:f.1amul-Buldan by Yagut. (iv) the Tabagat-
-i-Nasirl by Minhaj-l-Sira^ and_(v) Masalik-i5u 
Amsar 'by Ibn Fazl Allah Damishqi, etc. 
The second reading is accepted by a number of 
orientalists whose statement is based on some 
correct texts and is not so serious. 
The third reading is found in the. writings of 
Malik ush-Shuara Bahar (Sabk-i-Sana^ Vol. II) and 
others but it is absolutely incorrect. For a 
detailed discussion see " <J>i;6^ J-*cr-'y ^  by Mirza 
Muhammad b. Abdul Wahab Qazwini, Tarikh-i-Jahangusha 
-i-Juwaini (Vol, II, pp. 284-293.1 -
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that on the day of his appointment he was awarded a 
robe of honour and a large sum of money which he readily 
distributed among the poor and the needy. On the 
Sultan's suspicion that h the reward was not worth it 
the poet recited the following lines from Nasir-i-
Khusrau with which the king was so pleased as to have 
him endeared: . , . • / ^-1 
These all occurred in Isfahan and when Rukn ud-Din 
went to Firuzkuh and was killed in an engagement with 
the Mongol horde, Najib left Isfahan and settled at 
Qala-i-Washaq and passed the rest of his life in 
seclusion, singing occasionally in praise of the 
rulers of that fort. 
We do not know the sources on which Taqi Kashi, the 
author of the Khulasat»ul->Ash*ar has based his account, 
As for the personalities of'imad-ul-Mulk ^wa^i and 
Rukn ud-Dln they are historical figures and are elabo-^ 
rately mentioned in the historical records. 
Rukn ud-Din, the younger brother of Jalal ud-Din 
Khwarazm Shah and the son of *kla ud-Din Muhammad 
(596-617 A.H.) has been mentioned under a separate 
1 
heading by*Ata Malik Juwainl which fully confirms 
1. The Tarikh-i-Jahangusha pp. 208-210. 
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Taqi KaShi's s ta tement . ' imdud-Din Sawaji was, no 
doubt, Rukn ud-Din's Atabek but i t i s doubtful 
whether he was Naj ib ' s r e a l patron because the Diwin 
does not provide ample evidence to t h i s e f f e c t . 
There i s , however, one Qasida whose addressee i s men-
1 
tioned in these l i n e s : -
i L^yi^^^^lC^I^ 
Though there is nothing to show that *Imad ud-Din was 
the Atabfek of Rukn ud-Oln, yet we cannot rule out 
the possibility of the identification of the two 
personalities because both are contemporary and 
have the same name. But it is also a fact that the 
settlement of the problem needs clear evidence. 
<'-r_-i Najib and Inad ud-Din Muhammad 
Naj ib ' s one Qasida i s in praise of a patron 
2 
whose name i s mentioned in these l i n e s : -
^/ 
1. Qasida No. 3. 
2. Qasida No. 8. 
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.We have no precise knowledge about the personality 
of this Vazlr. However he seems to he a minister 
attached to the court of the Atabeks of Azarbljan. 
The following verses may be quoted in this connection:-
y ' "* y* 
?y^ w-j' (ji^J'hi '^xy^ (yy},.^c^ d ^:^^i<j]^ 
^y^^cAj^i^.}y/ff''^<^^. Jji^, }>u:)j($iyy^y>^ 
What I have been able to conclude from these lines is 
this that the Sadr was attached to Qutb ud-^in Atabek 
who was a ruler and probably whose son, Prince Zia 
ud-Din was with the minister when the poet composed 
this Oasida. But such statements are not available 
in political histories. No king of the name of Qutb 
ud-Din Atabek contemporary with Najib is mentioned 
in history„ One Atabek Qutb ud-Din Maudud mentioned 
_ 1 
in the Hahat-us-Sudur is not a contemporary personality, 
• • • 
It would not be out of place to mention that Asir 
Akhsikatl, a contemporary of Kajib, was also attached 
to^ I^mad ud-Din Muhammad in whose praise, he composed 
a Qasida. 
1. p. 276. 
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c>> (Jyy i>y Jr^Af^^ul 
y 
The patron cannot be i den t i ca l with one Imad ud-Din 
_ _2 
who according to Taqi Kashi was Naj ib ' s patron because 
he was attached to Sultan Rukn ud-Din,son of Sultan 
J a l a l ud-Din Munkabeml, and not to the Atabeks. 
Na.lib &^Umar 
3 , 
Na^ib's one Qasida beginning with iS^ ,^ c>;;.^ ;)J^ <>> 
which is quoted in the Munis-ul-Ahrar is in praise 




1 . See Diwan-i-Asir pp . 36-37 
2 . See Khulasat-ul-Asliar pp. 385-386 
3 . See Qasida No. 37 . 
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As one of his patrons was Janal ud-Din In whose 
praise Najib composed three Qasidas, it may he 
concluded that this patron may be identical with the 
latter. But as the title ^ U^does not appear in the 
poem we are at a loss to say anything definietly in 
this regard. 
Najib and the^  ruler 
of the Washag Fort 
The other part of Taqi Kashl's statement that 
Na^ib settled at Washaq is correct because it is 
cdrroborated by a reference available in Mustaufi's 
_ 2 - - -
Wuzhat-ul-Qulub. Taqi Kashi has expressed almost the 
3 
same opinion previously as follows:-
J^_y> ^ >.'U» Z^ci.:^"^ ^^ '<:^  U ^  ^  ^  r^U^^y (JA*9 
1 . Washaq was the name of a cas t l e wh^ch accordir=; 
to the author of the Nuzhat~ul-Qulub ( p . 73) . 
0tood in the d i s t r i c t of Natanz. Original ly i t was 
known by the name of Karaart; but when a ce r t a in 
Washaq became governor thereof, i t took hjLs name, 
and thus was cal led Washaq. The poet Najib-ad-Din 
of Jurbadaqan in reference to t h i s has , wr i t ten the 
following couplet : 
"But why so obs t ina te? when every morn, 
a t time of sunr i se , 
The sun 's foot s t r i k e s against a stone 
tha t i s in_Kamart'." 
But in our MSS of-Naj ib ' s Diwan and in the verse 
quoted in the Khti^at-ul-'Ashar, the word iscr^/and 
not ^:>X» The "same term Jp-^-^finds mentions three 
times in these v e r s e s : -
2 . The Nuzhat-Til~0ulub.p.73 
3 . Khulasat-ul-Ashar pp. 384-385. 
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But one point to be settled is when and wherefrom 
the poet proceeded to the Washaq-fort. In the 
K|:tiilasat-'iil-As}iar we have the following statements: 
1. Na^ib went to Baghdad, settled there for some 
time till the Mongol invasion led by the army of 
Chingese took place and the poet had to leave 
Baghdad for the Washaq fort. 
2. Sultan Rulm ud-Din Ghursan^i appointed the 
poet the superintendent of Isfahan and he discharged 
his duties very efficiently. In the meantime the 
Sultan had to proceed to Firuzkbh to wage war 
against the Mongol army. But there he was killed 
in the battle. Najib is stated to have accompanied 
the Sultan to Firuzkbh but after the patron's 
assassination he left for the Washaq fort. 
But these two statements are obviously contra-
dictorary and I fail to subscribe to any one of the 
views. It is difficult to believe that Najib was 
in Baghadad when the Mongols invaded it , for it is 
known that the city was invaded by Hulagu in 658 
A.H. and not by Chingese earlier. As the poet was 
not alive in 658 A.H. hence the statement cannot be 
held as correct. The other statement that Najlb 
went to Firuzkoh with Sultan Rukn ud-Dln is not 
1. For the title of the Sultan, refer to the Tabagat 
Vol. I, p. 299,309.& 314^ This history prefers 
to call him^ ^^ ._^ tiJ.y-meaninge/^ 6>.y'(see page 314). 
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corroborated by the historical facts. The contem-
porary historian, Minhaj-i-Siraj has clearly stated 
that Rukn ud-Din was in'iraq when the Mongol invasion 
took place, A fierce battle took place between the 
Mongols and the army of Rukn ud-Dln but the latters 
were defeated and most of them were killed or captured. 
This incident took place in 617 A..H. It would 
worthwhile to quote the Tabaqat in original:-
d^M.'/^A(^ ui->l^-^h y^r-<^  c}j^  d^/1^ ^< ^>-^  ^ > 
From all these details what I have been able to 
judge is this that Rukn ud-Din was perhaps killed in 
617 A.H. at Isfahan in his engagement with the Mongol 
array. Najib was with the Sultan at Isfahan and on the 
1. For the details of the event refer to the 
Tabaqat. Kabul Edition Vol. I, p. 314, 
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latter*s assassihation and the general meassacre, 
he fled to the Washaq fort and settled there. 
The available Diwan of Najib contains two poems 
f^ 1 
both in the same ryme and metre which seem to be 
related to the ruler of the Washaq Fort. One of 
these is clearly mentioned by Hamdullah Mustatifi 
and Taqi Kashi to be in praise of the ruler of this 
Fort. In the other the ruler is not mentioned but 
the way in which the poet proceeds in the Qasida 
exhibits that the poet is referring to the same 
place as referred to earlier. Washaq Fort seeiis to 
be situated on a high mountain, well guarded, and 
surrounded on all sides by the mountain cliffs. This 
is fully borne by the following lines selected from 
both of them:-
J^%\:^, ^^:.^-/;^\>.\6 u^j /a/cf/ ^d>^i^ 
y 
1. Qasida Nos. 25,26 beginning with: 
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1 
Dr. Mustafa tries in vain to identify Badr -ud-Din ; 
Mahmud, the addressee of the first of these two 
- _ _ 2 
Qasidas with Qutlagh Inanaj Mahmud, the brother of 
Muzaffar ud-Din Uzbek, firstly because the names of 
the two differ substantially and secondly because 
the authors of the Wuzhat-ul-Qulub and the KhulSsat 
-ul-Ashar clearly state them to belong to the ruler 
of Washaq Fort. Despite the fact that Dr. Mustafa 
referred to the statement of Nuzhat-ul-Qulub it is 
strange how this important point escaped his notice. 
Dr. Mustafa has attributea the Qasida beginning 
with? q/Z^ 
to some A.mir of the Washaq Fort. But a closer study 
of the poem would show that it has nothing to do with 
any Amir of that fortress. The reason of his mis-
understanding is the following line:-
Here the word J ti;* means nothing but service. It is 
an abstract noun formed from the wordc?i-^ ;»which in 
5 the Burhan means: ^^0l i^7 , ; .>D'^^^>>^ '^^^>c ' -^>^» '^h is 
word i s f r e q u e n t l y used in the w r i t i n g s of the 
contemporary as we l l a s e a r l y m a s t e r s . Dr. Mustafa ^ 
has aga in e r red in deduc ing t h a t i n the a f o r e s a i d 
Qasida the poet has r e f e r r e d t o a severe famine of 
670 A.H. about which we have spoken e a r l i e r , 
1 . See the Armughan-i-^Ilmi p p . 84 .85 
2 . For him see the Kahat-us-Sudur pp .347-348,370-371 
e t c . _ J ' • 
3 . The Armughan-i-I lmi p . 177 n 
4 . Qasida No. 3 4 . 
5 , See t h e Ma. ima-ul -Furs- i~Surur i . V o l . 3 , p . 1 4 8 9 . 
Muaiyid-u l -Fuzala« V o l . 2 . p .252 and Burhan-i 
- Q a t l , V o l . 4 , " p . 2 2 8 4 . 
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Na.jlb & Sultan Rulm ud~Din Ghursan.ll 
As we have stated earlier,Najib was very lib-
erally patronised by the Sultan who made hira over 
the sole charge of the administration of Isfahan. 
Although the exact authority (stated to be 'Ulka') 
is not known yet what the author of the Khulasat 
-ul-Asl-far has stated clearly shows that he held a 
powerful authority and that he discharged his duties 
very efficiently. Though the Najlb's Diwan affords 
no evidence to the poet's indebtedness to Sultan 
Rukn ud-Din, yet we cannot reject the statement of 
Taql on this pretext alone for we have reasons to 
believe that Najib's complete works have not come 
down to us. Even if the poet had not praised the 
Sultan, he may be excused for the simple reason that 
the Sultan was attracted by the poet' s adiiinis-
trative qualities rather than by his poetic excell-
2 
ences. From the Tabaqat we might suppose that 
Rukn ud-Din died in 617 A.H. and then from the poet 
left Isfahan for the Washaq fort. 
1• Khula sat-ul^A sha r p.385 
2, Tabaoat Vol. I, p. 314. 
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Na.ilb & Muhazzib "ud-Dln Abul Qaslm 
1 
Najib has written two poems in praise of a 
patron called Muhazzib ud-Dln Abul Qasim. This 
personality has not been mentioned in political 
histories. Fortunately one Muhazzib ud-Din Abul 
16Jasira^ li h* al-Husain, who was a patron of Abu 
Sh-Sharaf Nasih b. Zafar b. Sa'd al-Munshi al-
Jurbadqanl, the translator of the Arabic Tarlkh-i-
2 
Yamini of al-Utbi, finds mention in the preface of 
3 
the above translation. According to Abu sh-Sharaf, 
1. Qasidas No. 18, 29, 
2. The Arabic Text has been edited by Dr. Sprenger, 
Delhi, 1847. An account of the wrok,including, 
extracts in Arabic and German, has been published 
by Dr. Noldeke in the Sitzungsleerichteder 
Kaiserlichen Akadeemie, Vienna, Vol. XXIII.pp.15-
102, and another with copious extracts in English, 
by Sir, H. Elliot, History of India Vol. II pp.l4-
52. (Catalogue of the Persian MSS in the British 
Museum Vol. I, p. 157.) 
3. An account of the Persian Version and a full 
Abstract of it by S.de Sacy will be found in 
Notices et Extraite, Vol. IV. pp. 325-411. 
An English Translation founded upon the Persian 
Version, but much wanting in correctness, was 
published for the Oriental Translation found by 
the Rev, James Reynolds, London, 1858. See also 
Wiener Jahrbucher, Vol. 70, Anz, Blatt, p. 83, 
and Vol. 71, Anz. Blatt; p. 25, Hajkhal. Vol. VI 
p, 514, Vienna Catalogue Vol. II p, 170, Munich 
Catalogue, p. 85, and Journal of the Asiatic 
Society, 1868, p.424. (British Museum Catalouge 
p.157). 
The translation has been published in Tihran in 
1272 A.H. For other translations of Tarikh-i-
Yamlni See, C.A. Storey: Persian Literature; 
Section II, pp,250-252. 
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the translator of the Tarlkh-l-Yamlnl, his native 
place Jurbadqan ( a town situated between Hamadan 
and Isfahan) was a favourite resort of the king, Ulu^ 
Barbak, to whose territory it belonged, and that, 
wishing to present him on one of his visits with an 
instructive and entertaining composition, he had been 
advised by the Vazir, Muhazzib ud-Din Abul Qasi!n*Ali 
b, Husain, his own patron and benefactor, to select 
the Yaniinl of'utbi for translation. A penegyric 
in prose and verse on the said Vazlr brings the 
1 
preface to a close. The translation was made 
2 
shortly after 602 A.R, 
We have reason to believe that T^ a^jib's patron 
Abul Qasim Muhazzib ud-Din was identical with Abu-
Sharaf's benefactor in view of the following:-
1, Both Abu Sharaf, the translator of the Tarikh-i~ 
Yamini and Najib were contemporary. 
2, Both belonged to the same place, viz, Jurbadqan. 
3, The translation was made shortly after 602 and 
Najib was in the prime of his age then. 
4, Abul Qasim was a Vazir of Jurbadqan and it is 
natural that if a Jurbadqani poet composes poems in 
praise of Abul Qasim, these poems must be deemed to 
have been in praise of the same personality. 
1. These details have been borrowed from Catalogue 
of the Persian MSS in the British Museum, Vol. I, 
page 157. 
2, Ibid; Also C.A. Storey: Persian Literature, 
Section II, pp. 260-252. 
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5. The name and the title of the patron in both 
the cases are the same, 
6. It is interesting to note that Najib is also 
stated to have attempted on the translation of the 
Tarlkh-i-Yamani in verse, sojne verses of which are 
contained in a hayaz preserved in the Kitabl^ana-i-
Saltanati, Tehran. In case the verses are genuine it 
may be inferred that one may have been inspired by the 
other in his attempt of the translation of the same 
work. 
Following are some of the important patrons of 
Najib about whom some thing is known but a larger 
number of patrons are such that nothing is known 
about them. I shall better give their names as 
Under:- -
1. Badr ud-Din Mahmud [Qasida No. 26) 
2. Baha ud-Din II ti 34) 
3. Fakhr ud-Din 11 II 30) 
4. Husam ud-Dln M II 7) 
5. Ma3d ud-Din n II 38) 
6. MuWitas ud Din ' n It 28) 
7. Shchab ud-Din f« II 44) 
8. Taj ud-Dln ^Mi H II 16) 
9. Zain ud-Din Abul Karam 1 : " 2 , 12,& 14) 
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Na.jib's death 
Some thing is known about the date of Na^ib's 
death. In the Tarikh-i-Guzida he is stated to have 
died in the closing years of the Seljuqi regime. The 
author of the Khullsat-ul-Ashar is correct, in raising 
objections to this date. He correctly points out that 
one who has often mentioned the Mongol catastrophe 
cannot be supposed to have died before the eclipse of 
the Seljuq dynasty of Iraq in 590 A.H. after Tughril 
b. Arsalan. He also adds that it is possible that the 
author of the Nuzhat-ul-Qulub may have referred to 
Seljuqs of Rum (till 657 A.H.) or Sel;]uqs of Kirman 
(till 583 A.H.) who were contemporary with Ghingese 
Khan but he has serious doubts anout it and does not 
approve of such generalisation. He, however, fixes 
666 A..H. as the date of Najib's death in the town 
Jurbadaan. But the modern scholars including Dr. 
' 3 
Sprenger do not agree with him. They fix 625 or 
635 A.H. as the date of his death. They base their 
arguments on this point that one who was 70 years of 
age on the occasion of the Mongol invasion cannot be 
1. p. 826 
2. p. 389a 
3. Oude Cat. p. 513, 
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supposed to have survived over 40 years without 
supposing tha t he was over 120 yea r s . Since t h i s 
unusual age i s not it^ntioned by the Khulasat-ul-Asliar 
i t i s r e a l l y improbable tha t he died in 665 A.H. But 
i t may a l so be noted tha t the per iod, 625-635, of h i s 
death i s not based on any p a r t i c u l a r ground. He 
may have died in t h i s period or might have l ived 
beyond, 
One point however, remains to be s e t t l e d . 
According to the Khulasat-ul-Astfar(p.388), Najib died 
a t Jurbadqan, But the same author i ty in fe rs us tha t 
he passed the r e s t of h i s closing years a t the Washaq 
f o r t . The two statements are more or l e s s conf l i c -
t i ng and we are not in a pos i t ion to hold any one of 
them as pe r fec t ly co r r ec t . However, t h i s mich be 
added tha t since the date of Naj ib ' s death as s ta ted 
in the Khulasat-ul-Ashar i s wrong i t may be said 
t ha t the place where he i s supposed to have died 
may not be quite c o r r e c t . 
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Najlb does not seem to be a versatile writer, 
for whatever has come down to us is much less than 
is expected of a poet of Najib's standing. It is no 
doubt certain that his complete writings could have 
not been saved from the relentless hands of time. 
But it is also true that the portion seems to have 
lost is not much because MSS. of his Diwin are 
available and they do not very much differ so far as 
their volume is concerned. Besides the Diwan, 
Najib composed a Masnawi called ,x^ ,?/*J>{ which 
_ 1 
exists only in a few lines quoted in the Haft Iglim, 
the major portion lost. This Masnawi which seems to 
deal with the romance of Bishr and Hind two 'Arab 
lover and beloved. Obviously this romance could not 
be popular topic for the Persian poets. But its 
attribution towards Najib is as certain as anything 
for almost all the significant authors from Hsimd -
-3 _ _ 4 • 
Allah Mastaufi down to Ibn-i-Yusuf-^irazi ascribe 
it to this poet. 
1 . See Haft Iglim No. 100/20 (Qutub ud-Dln c o l l e c t i o n ) . 
2 . For i t s pronunciation see the Lisan a l - ^ rab p.129. 
3 . See the Tarlkh»i-Guzida p . 826. 
4 . See the F i h r i s t KitabMiana-i-Mil l i , Tehran, 
p.456 ^ 
See a l so Khulasat-ulr- Ashar p . 354 
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He is also stated to effect a metrical translation 
. - _ _1 
of Utbl's history Tarikh-i-Yamlni in Persian, some 
verses of which are stated to be included in a Bayaz^ 
in the Kitabkhana-i-Saltanati Tehran. But the details 
are lacking about which we have spoken earlier. 
The total number of verses which had been made 
available through all sources come about 1907. If we 
rely on the statement of Khulasat-iil-Ashar then we can 
safely say that less than one hundred verses have not 
been available to us. Probably it is on account of this 
quantity that Najib could not be a very popular poet. 
1, See the Oriental College Magazine, Lahore, 
May & August, 1964. p.76. 
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NAJIB AS A POET 
Najib was a powerful poet. He has been im-
doubtedly excelled in Qasida-writings. Although 
he seems to have indulged in various branches of 
poetry, his main field is Persian Qasida, His 
Qasidas exhibit his command on the Persian language 
and this is why he has been reckoned as one of the 
best poets of his time. The Tazkira writers have 
spoken very highly of his accomplishments in poetry 
and I shall quote some views as follows:-
1. The author of the KhuIasat-ul-Ashar says: 
r 
X • • . 
/ - • ' . y -
^__i^lufyHcJiJ/'(JlJhC^i^ py^f^.'^^ crJ^y^ p)) cf^^ cjy'^J^ ^ <^> 
:'yhu)d(^_(y'j>^/^^M^(-^y'^''y'^^^^'^.^^/!y',J''^^J^ 
2. The author of the ^ rafat-i-*Ashialn observes:' 
<::-'J'yu^y^u^i^ 
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3 . The author of the Haft-Igllm opines: 
4 . The author of the Ma.jma'Ul-Fusaha s ta tess 
5 . The author of the Atash~Kada w r i t e s : 
These observations would show the pos i t ion of 
the poet t ha t he has held from h i s time downwards. 
His popular i ty may well be fudged from t h i s fact 
t ha t the important Pers ian lexicographers have 
quoted him frequently for i l l u s t r a t i n g the meanings 
of d i f f i c u l t words and technica l terms. The author 
of the Farhang-i-Jahanglr i has quoted him more than 
twenty times on various occasions, 
Na^ib exercised influence on some of h i s 
contemporaries and subsequent w r i t e r s . Relying on 
the evidence of the author of the Khulasat~ul-
Astikr, one may observe tha t A s i r Umani, Said ud-Din 
Harawi, Rafi ud-Din Lumbani and even Kamal-i-Ismail 
have held him in great esteem. He has further s tated 
tha t the two most outstanding Qasida-writers of the 
period v i z . Kanal Isfahan! and SalnSn Sawaji have 
imitated h i s s t y l e . This statement i s not confirmed 
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by any other authority but if it is true then it 
is the highest tribute to the achievements of the 
poet, for Persian Qasida-writing owes much to 
these two outstanding personalities* 
Najib was not a poet so conscious of himself 
as to ignore the earlier masters who have exercised 
some influence on his poetry, or atleast to whom 
he showed some reverence. They are^^Unsuri, Sanai, 
Masud-i-Sad-i-Salnian, Nfuizzl, Khaqani, Mujir Bailqani, 
Asir A.khsikati and Nizam ud-Din Kirmani. The only 
striking point is that the available Diwan excludes 
mentioning Anwari. This is inexplainable to me. 
Perhaps the missing portion of the Diwan would have 
contained Anwari's praise as well. I shall quote a 
few lines to show his view about*Unsuri, Sanai, Masud-
-i-Sa^d-i-Salman, Muizzi and Khaqani s 
Now I shall examine some of the outstanding 
features of his poetry very briefly. 
1. NajTb was a forceful writer. His poetry shows 
that he could create effect and charm with the aid 
of simple and ordinary words. Some verses from two 
of his Qasidas are quoted below which would adequately 
justify my observation: 
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AiO (J \:y:-y^,c)lf. 
2. Najib was capable of depicting his feelings 
in a pathetic way. The Qaslda written as an elegy 
on the death of some lady of the house of Husam 
ud-Din is a clear testimony to this« Some verses 
are given below : 
^ J^  J^  U 6^  L-^ -^ ^ 
cy.6^ .//^ >''^ .r-^ ^ 
/ - J 
3. Najib has sometimes copied the style of the 
^Arab poets specially in introducing some of the 
similes so common in Arabic poetry. Some of the 
earlier Persian poets have also introduced this 
element in their writings. The following introduct-
ory lines of the Qaslda beg: y^i^c^f/V^ju^^^^^T 
are worth quoting in this connection 
> 
jy^J aL'j^i il^^y^^y ^ 
yy 
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4. Najib has not produced anything in the form 
of lyric. Two or three examples of Ghazals have no 
special value, though some of his Tashblbs show his 
success in introducing lyrical atmosphere in his 
poems. For example in one of his Qasldas he depicts 
theti^of the beloved in this way: 
^r 
:>y '/J—^ yv^ '^-
Again he says: 
y ' ' - / ' y 
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Again he observes: 
/. if. -
y ^ ^ y^ ^ 
y 
y t - ^ ^y^y ^^y/~^<Zyi^ ^ 
/ ' • • . ' . - , 
^:y^^ycJyU(s)^i::^yd>^^ 
5 . Najib seems to be much in te res ted in indulging 
lo f ty imaginations of the type so popular with the 
poets of the Sabk-i-Hindi. I sha l l do no be t t e r than 
to quote a few examples to show the p o e t ' s i n t e r e s t s 
in exaggeration: 
c_^<^ 





6. Najlb's original and effective similes and 
V 
metaphors attract our attention. Here are a few 
examples: 
'^X^^A^ 
;. ^ - ~~/: / , y-
cy oy y y''fy^y^u»-
•.u 
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7.Na3ib was conscious of the fact that his poem 
could not find favour with the people if he showed 
complete apathy to the conventional style. This 
feeling compelled him to make a display of his 
erudition hy creating ornamental embellishments in 
his Qasidas by using various figures of speech 
specially 
^^A^^/:^^'-
^^^^y;y;y- • c^^^^fLSzyy^f.Cy^^y 
A ^ cs l^ ^^ "jy 6/;i 
I t would be useful to add a few l i n e s on the 
p e c u l i a r i t i e s of the language used by Naj ib : -
1 . Najib has taken l i b e r t y of making the > c ^ s o f t e r 
as in the following: ^ L - V C ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ l ^ r . 
In the word ^u, o I s ->.X>, but he used here without 
yyjj^ In a few cases he has u s e d ^ ^ ^ w h e r e i t was not 
unusual to use i t . For example: 
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The words i>, Jyand .^Jt^ are used without y^ >i-^ ,In 
Persian all such Arabic words the last letter of 
which was ^ X> have been made soft. But here the 
word L> , the Persian word yy and Arabic t_U-^  have 
been used in such a way as the last letters have 
become JX^ . But it Is not Na^ib' s own Innovation. 
Such examples are found in the Diwans of almost all 
the earlier masters of the language. 
2. Some peculiar features about his use of Verbs 
are:-
( i ) He uses C^y'o^ before ^ c ^ i n the verb as in J>>^, 
but i t was not unusual with Najib. This i s to be 
found in the wr i t ings of almost a l l h i s contemporary 
and e a r l i e r poe t s . ' r'cT-t-^/^X^^V^^^^T^ 
( i i ) The Diwan a l so provides such examples as 
exhib i t tha t he would not h e s i t a t e in using (Jbefore 
the negative verb {<J^(j^) such as ^ <y and before 
^z^y(jl as in ^v> i/ . y 
( i i i ) He occasional ly uses the old form of verbs 
as in the following verse he u s e s c 5 ^ i n preference 
> . 
over 4^/^. 
1. For example Sanai says: 
Similerly the Rahat-us~Sudur gives such exampless 
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3, Najib repeats the preposition so common with 
ancient poets of Persians 
4, Na^ib uses at times nouns for adverbs ^»g»c^ 
for >:*^  . 
5, Najib sometimes uses the Arabic words in the 
same sense as used in Arabic for example ^ *> in 
Persian means pride, but when the first letter is 
followed by ^ y , it means 'deceit' in Arabic and the 
same meaning is desired in the following line: 
^f in Persian means suspicion but Najib used it 
in the sense of imagination: 
/ / 
6, Najib has at times dropped j>i^iin'-^^c:>^as in 
('L>'\riiich is not a compound word (^ -^^tS*i^) ^ut a pair 
of two words the first being jul^ a^nd the second sl^y 
' 7. Na^ib uses idioms so often. I shall quote some 
of the idoms selected from the Diwan: 
CJ^<J>k>yy iO^J:/^ ' ' ,, 
c/^ ^^  
• ^ 1 * 
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Towards the close of this discussion I would 
like to give a list of such words and phrases as 
may throw some light on Najib's Sabk. This list 
may be read with the long list appearing towards 
the close of the thesis. 
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M A N U S C R I P T S 
OF 
NAJIBIS DIWAN 
Copies of Najib's Diwin though not rare, are 
not frequently available. So far as I am aware 
there are six copies available in various libraries 
of the world, four of which have been consulted by 
me. A description of these four MSS is given below: 
1. The Maulana Azad Library MS.No. 891.5511 (Subhan-
Allah Collection). 
It is transcribed on a large-sized MS; size 
16" X lOi"; two verses in a line; number of verses 
varies from 88 to 98 in a page including 42 verses 
round the margin. The MS contains about 1400 verses 
of which about 100 verses are unreadable, written in 
a Nastaiiq hand, without the date of transcription 
and the name of the scribe. The MS is arranged unalp-
habetically. The Qasidas, Tarfcib-Band and Muqattjat 
are intermixed. Towards the close appear the Rubaiyat, 
The MS begins with the following QasidaJ-
2, The British Museum MS No. OR 3376 (Rieu Supple-
ment, No, 234). 
It contains 129 folies; size 9" x 5^" ; 15 
lines in a page with about thirty lines round the 
margin, written in a fair Nastaiiq hand; dated 
Thursday 2, Zulqa(3a A.H. 1002. The Qasidas and a few 
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Qitks are in alphabetical order breaking off at 
f. 21b.. The MS begins with the line: 
3. The Bankipur Library, Patna MS 
The MS is defective at the beginning, in the 
middle and at the end. It is one of those MSS of 
the library which has not been catalogued so far. 
At present it has 40 folios containing about 1461 
verses. The first and the last available lines 
respectively are as follows: 
The MS is not free from occasional blunders. 
4. k selection from the Diwan preserved in the 
Lytton Collection, Muslim University Library under 
Adab-i-Farsi Supplement No. 40/1-2-3, It is part of 
a Majmua containing selections from a number of 
ancient Persian poets of Iran. At present this part 
is bound along with the selections from the Divran of 
^Imadi and Razi ud-Din Nishapuri; Najib*s selection 
appears in the last. It has 11 folios containing 
selections from 44 Qasidas and Muqattaat and 5 
Rubais; written in a clear Nastfkliq; size 12" x 6". 
The number of lines would be about 560. It begins with: 
Besides these, one MS is preserved in the 
Library of Majlis-i-Shura-i-Milli, Tehran, and 
another in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. But 
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inspite of my earnest wish and efforts these could 
not be available to me. About the existence and the 
location of MS of Na^ib's Diwan noticed by Sprenger 
in the Oudh Calalogue, no information is available 
to me. 
I have also consulted Persian anthologies, 
Tazkiras and lexicons and have been able to check the 
corresponding poems and even the solitary verses in 
the Diwan. The following books of this class need 
mention. 
1 
1, Munis-ul-Ahrar : 
» 
Single MS preserved in Habib Ganj Collection 
(No.51/37 ^ ) of the^Aligarh Muslim University library. 
This is a very important anthology in Persian verses 
composed by Ahmad b. Muhammad Kalati Isfahani in 702 
A.H. and Muhammad Ja^armi's popular anthology is 
mostly borrowed from it. According to prof. Said 
- _2 
Hafisi it is the earliest anthology of Persian verses 
that is dated. Fortunately this anthology contains 
Najib's two poems beginning : 
1. For a djetailed description of thi_s book see 
Dr. Nazir Ahmad : TariMhl wa AdabilMatal^ pp.157-195. 
2. See Armughan-i~Ilmi. p. 127. 
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2, Munis--ul-A.hrar of Badr-1-Ja.1armlt 
This is very well known anthology about which 
late Mirza Muharnniad Qazwini and others have written 
much. Its MS dated 741 A.H. has been examined and 
scrutinized by Mirza Muhammad Qazwini in the Bist 
1 
Maqala-i-Qazwinl. Unfortunately this valuable MS 
could not be available to me. I have, however, to 
depend on the printed edition (Volume I only) which 
is not free from occasional ti^pographical mistakes. 
This book contains Fa lib's 13 complete poems and 
naturally they have been of immense help to me in 
determining the text of Najib's Diwan. Two poems 
beginning with: 
are quite ne\^r and not available from any other source. 
-< 3 , A. very valuable Majniua containing poems from 
ancient poets of Persian i s preserved in the Ha bib Ganj 
Collect ion (under MS No. 49/2 Jf) . In t h i s valuable 
co l l ec t ion Naj ib ' s 19 QasTdas (some in f u l l , others 
only a s e l e c t i o n ) , a few Qit^s and one Tarklb-Band 
are quoted. 
1 . See Bls t Maqala-i-Qazwinl Vol I I pp . 138-165 
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Another Qasida quoted in his name seems to be 
spurious. On foil. 202-215 seven poems are quoted in 
the name of Kajib connected with the usual words ^ L^ '-'* 
Of these only the first three are really Ka^ib's poems 
and the following four are from Amir Muizzi, the poet-
laureate of Sultan Sanjar, In some later hand the 
words J t^/>>preceeding the 5th Qasida indicating that 
the last three are Muzzis' poems, were corrected into 
tJ^Z/C^, But this correction should have been made at 
a point proceeding the 4th Qasida beg: fj;:^ij,^(ffy)jS'jL'\f(:)i=' 
Since this point was missed the said Qasida is to be 
attributed to Majib. But it is an incorrect attribu-
tion in view of the folloxi^ ing points:-
1. The patron's name in this poem anpears ^s\ (j'/U>J,_JjJLi'^ 
" \ ^ 
(:/^L\_^-J . The same patron has been praised in 
- r_ " ' 1 
•^fu'izzi's another poem exhibiting the later's pen-name, ^ o 
rvKv.:.*thus:- (p.209). cr^^.^UA^^}oj>J 
2. The term ^-^^^/y'which is available in the Qasida 
is also found in Muizzi's poem thus: 
3. The poet states to have served the house of Seljuq 
for forty years under Sanjar and one other Sultan 
(name not mentioned). Sanjar is also mentioned in 
Muizzi's Qasida thus: 
1. The line reads: Ju^^'^/^iJ'^'^^'^-^^ 
(p.213). -^^^ / 
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4. Butkhana: It was compiled by Muhammad Sufi 
Mazandrani, a copy of which is preserved in the 
Bodleian Library, Oxford. It contains selections from 
- - i _f- 1 
a number of Najib's Qasldas, Qitfas & 5 Rubais which 
2 , 
have been used in correcting the text. Aii^ hotograph 
of this valuable anthology (it has been noticed as a 
Tazkira because of an appendix dealing with the lives 
-3 
of the poets added to it by Abdul Latif 'Abbasi under 
the title of Khulasattush - Shuar'a'), is available in 
the Seminar of'the Persian Department of this University. 
Another copy of this work is preserved in the Majlis 
library Tehran which has been referred to by Ahmad 
- - _ 4 
Gulchin Ma'ani i n h i s e d i t i o n of the May-Khana« 
Another MS of the Khulasatush-Shtfara (wi thout the 
Butkhana) i s p r e se rved in the L i b r a r y of Qazi Sahib 
of Ahmadib'ad. 1 . The number of v e r s e s i s about 530 . 
• J / ; 
2. Two poems beginning with: yy r'^>^^'^^>^^.<^/'~'^ 
are available in none of my sources. 
3. See: C.A. Storey: Persian Lit; Vol. I p. 807n. 
The Khulasatush Shifera has been edited by Miss Sirae 
Inal, a_s a Dissertation for M.A.(Deptt. of Persian 
M.U. *'/^ ligarh) Two valuabl_e articles have recently__ 
been written on ^ bdul LatTf, one by Syed Akbar ^ Mi 
TirmizI published in Islamic Culture Jan. 1967 and 
the other by Mr, D.N. Ahuja which is to be published 
in the same paper, 
4. See May-Khana p. 479 
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The following Tazkiras of Persian poets have been 
particularly useful in settling the text: 
1. ^Arafat-i-4shiain, Oriental Public Library Bahkipur, 
Patna Ms. 
2. Itashkada: No. OR 2929 British Museum Library, 
London. 
3. Haft-Igllm: Ms. No. 100/20 QutubudSln Collection 
of *Aligarh Muslim "flniversity Library and No, OR 5854 
British Museum Lib. 
4. Ma j m/ul-Fu saha; (printed) 
» — i — 
5. Khulasat-ul-Ash^ar: India Office Ms. 
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PREPARATION OF TEXT 
As none of the MSS used by me in the preparation 
of the text of the Diwan, is very authentic and old, 
I was confronted with difficulty in settling the text 
at many a place. On the same account I adopted none 
of them as base. The best and the most probable 
reading has been kept as text and the rest indicated 
in the margin but absurd readings have been avoided. 
As stated earlier anthologies, Tazkiras & lexicons 
have been used in the collection of the text and a 
reference to them has been invariably made in the 
margin of the text. In the margin arrangement has 
been made to illustrate some of the difficult words 
and phrases. At the end notes on some important 
terms have been added under the title ^Z^UA^. The list 
of words added towards the close of the thesis is 
intended to give the vocabulary of our poet. I may 
frankly admit my short-comings in failing to settle 
the text at a few places which could only be done 
when better MSS are made available, 
B I B L I O G R A P H Y 
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1- ^Arafat-1-^Ashlqln : 
2 . Armughan-l-^lml ; 
3 . *^Atashkada : 
4 , Bayaz-l-Hablbgun.i : 
Oriental Public Library 
Bankipur, Patna(Ms). 
edi ted by Dr. Syed'Abd Allah. 
Lahore, 1956. 
British Museum, London (Ms). 
Habibur Rehman Collection, 
^Aligarh Muslim University 
Library (Ms). 
5. Bist Maqala-i-Qazvinii Tehran, 1313, Solar. 
6. Burhan-i-Qate; 
7 . Butkhana: 
8 . Dlwan-Amir Muizzi : 
9 . DTwin-AsTr A k h s l k a t l : 
1 0 . Diwan-i-Jamal ud-
1 1 . 
Drn I s f a h a n I : 
• • 
Dlwan-i-Ma sud-
1 2 . 
Salman : 
Diwan-i-Mu.ilr Ba i lqan l 
1 3 . Diwan-i-Na.1ib: 
1 4 . Diwan-i-Na.l lb: 
1 5 . Diwan-i-Na,llb : 
1 6 . Diwan- i -Sana i : 
1 7 . Diwan- i -Si ra ,1 i : 
edi ted by Dr. Mohd M<fin, 
Tehran, 1330-1335 Solar . 
Bodlein Library, Oxford (Ms). 
edited by Dr.*'Abbas Eqbal, 
Tehran. 
edited^  by Rukn-ud-Din_ 
Huraayun Farrukh, Tehran, 
1337 Solar. 
edited by Wahid Dastgardi, 
Tehran, 1320"Solar. 
edited by Rashid Yasmin, 
Tehran second impression. 
Riza Library, Rampur(Ms). 
British Museum London (Ms). 
Bankipur, Patna (Ms). 
Subhan Allah Collection 
A.M'.U. Library (Ms) . 
edited by Mazahir Musaffa, 
Tehran, 1338'*Solar. ' 
Tehran_University Library 
(Kafisi Collection Ms). 
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18. Farhang Anand Ra.j; 























K h u l a s a t - u l - A s h a r ; 
Khu lasa t -ush -Shuara 
K-ul l lya t - l -Salman Sawa 






Is lam^k. : 
Ma .1 ma^-\il-Amsal -wal -
Hikam : 
JAL^^ Mv.itaa-ul-Buldan : 
Ma .1 ma - u l -Fu saha: 
Ma .1 ma-iil- Fur s t 
3 5 . Ma.jimia Qasald 
Kewal Kishore P r e s s , L k o . 
1889 
Samar-i-Hlnd P r e s s , Lko. 
1876 
e d i t e d by Muhammad'Abbasi, 
Tehran, 1338*. 
Ibn- i -Yusuf S h i r a z i , T e h r a n , 
1318-1321. 
Tehran, 1 3 1 1 . 
Qutubuddin C o l l e c t i o n , 
A.'M.U. L i b r a r y , (Ms). 
I nd i a O f f i c e , London(Ms). 
B r i t i s h Museum, London^Ms). 
.ii; edited by Avesta, 
Tabish Press, Tehran. 
E.G. Browne, Cambridge, 
1951. 
Asadl Tusi, edited by 
'Abbas Eqbal, Tehran. 
1319 Solar. 
T'ehr an. 
Institute of Islamic 
Studie s, M .U. *'Ali garh, 
1961 
Dahkhuda, Tehran. 
Sheikh Imam Shihab ud-Din 
Coiro 1323. 
Tehran, 1336 Solar. 
Suroji, edited by Dabir 
Siaqi, Tehran, 1338. 
A Selection from the Diwan 
preserved in the Lytton 
Collection, A.M.U^ Library 
under Adab-i-Farsi Supple-
ment No. 40/1,2,3, (Ms). 
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36 . Makatlb-1-Sanai: 
37 . Nhy-Khana : 
3 8 . Muayid-ul-Fuzala: 
39 . Munls-ul-Ahrir : 
40 . MTmls--ul~AhrqT« : 
4 1 . Nuzhat-ul-QuliJb : 
4 2 . Oriental College 
Mag;a2ine : 
4 3 . Oude Catalogue ; 
44 . Persian L i t e ra tu re : 
4 5 . Rahat-us-Sudur t 
. , ; 
46. Riyaz ush-Shuarat 
47. Sabk Shinasi : 
^^* Sehahul Furs; 
TirTThree volumes) 
49 , Supplement of the 
Catalogue of the 
Persian Mss In the 
B r i t i s h Museum : 
50, Tabaqat-l-Faslrl; 
(Vol ."TJ ^ 
5 1 , Tarlkh-i-Adabiyat-
dar - I ran : 
edited by Dr. Kazir Ahmad 
Rampur, 1962. 
^Abd-un-Nabi Fakhruzzaimni 
edited by Gulchln Ma'ani, 
Tehran. 
Sheikh Lid 




Habib Ganj Collection, 
A,M,U. Library (Ms). 
Hamd Allah l-fustaufi 
Gibb Memorial, 1915. 





Gibb Memorial, 1919, 
British 14useum, London (Ms). 
Malik-ush-Shu'ara Bahar 
Tehran,1337. 
Moham-Tad b. Hindu Shah 
edited by Mohd. Ta'ati 
Tehran, 1341*. 




Dr, Zabih Allah Safa 
Tehran, i338. 
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SS . Ta r 1 kh i -wa - ,^ d ab 1 • 
5 3 . T a r i k h - i - G u z i d a : 
54 . T a r l k h - l - J a h a n g u ; 
sh a - i - J w a n I : 
Dr. Naz i r Ahmad,'^Aligarh 
19^2 . 
Hamd Allah ' fus tauf i 
d ibb Memorial S e r i e s , 1 9 1 3 . 
Gibb Memorial S e r i e s , 1916. 
5 5 . Yaddasj i t -haye-
k z y l n i r 
'Minnie I I ) 
edited by Iraj-Afshar 
Tehran, 1959-












^ >^ '^yjf' 'rS*^<SJ';^\:iyj^ 
J <>/^(jjJ^^oi^^>;.yu'^ 
j^ c-^  ';,^^,-^:<yi/*'r^\^ ^ 
c • - / 
tf C^^) c^^y> -y^//^or-^^ 
>>• (Jfy'-^M'lA^ - ^ y u " ^ 
z. — — ^A^"-^/ 
) , LT 
b-. 
l^ u :^^  y;ic^c>'/eo^ 
- ^?^ 









^^ -^^ -^ C^or '^V-^ ^^^ /^'-'^  (. r 
^y,iy.iy\y6^<y^ / 
^c/-r-^^ K-^^^>^ 
'^  IJ>{j>pyij^ U^fjr—yJ^JL^jo 
Y.^'/r-.'^.^^iy^/^' uifA^ »/tJ^ u^ y y< 





t-f^V'^"^'-^^^^^^'^ f"^  O(^'.'t^-^(y0 c ^ Y ^ ^ / v <,6r.'^^^,-j, _ ^ c < : u^i'^j 
MJIL^LU "^J,I:>J J C" er. 
• l>^ C / ^ ^-Z^cJ^j> ^ > 6>-,^ /. 
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